OES Message from Sabrina Pack-Grand Conductress
Wow, what a crazy time it is. I hope everyone is staying safe.
It is alarming to see the number of COVID cases climbing
across our state and though we all want so much for this to
be over, it is not over sadly and the numbers show us that.
Please do all you can to continue to stay safe and reduce
your exposure. It is just not worth it. I want to hug and see
each of you soon, but in order to do that, we all have to stay
healthy.
I have been very busy with political broadcast season. I
know the ads can be so annoying, but being in rural radio,
every two years this is what makes the other years possible.
Though I don’t have a lot of influence in what airs, I do
encourage candidates to keep their messages positive,
suggest that they always focus on what they do best and
represent. Also, at the stations we try to provide educational
segments and keep moving forward with important safety
announcements regarding the pandemic. We focus on the
positive and work to help everyone stay informed and safe.
For my few personal hours away from the 60-80 hours work
week, it has been enjoyable to get outside and spend some
beautiful time in the mountains with family. Mom is doing
much better with her hip and has joined us each time on the
side-by-side to see amazing country. For a couple of
Saturdays, we explored the Bearwallow area (Gila National
Forest) and the rustic road past Claremont, north of the
mining town of Mogollon. What an adventure it was to find the old late 1800 cabins, research the history, and then
adventure on the side-by-side to Bearwallow Lookout at about 10,000 ft. Wow, the 360 degree view was amazing. The
weather could not have been more perfect. The aspen and oak trees were just turning to their golden yellows, the elk
grazed in the pastures, the deer bounced around, and even the Great Horned Owl watched down on our trek. We did
encounter some obstacles, but Davie worked through them all, adding the adventure of the day.
I encourage each of you to get outside, even if it is just a drive in your vehicle. There are so many places in New Mexico
that we can go for a day and experience our remarkable state. I want each of you to know what a breath of fresh air
(literary) awaits. It is hard staying isolated if you have, but getting outdoors does help.
Have a great Halloween and a safe one.
Star Hugs,
Sabrina Pack-Grand Conductress

